
 
 
Pete Seeger “At 89” Appleseed Recordings 
 
Appleseed Recordings celebrated Pete Seeger’s music with a series of three guest performer strewn – 
international and national - high profile releases, during the period 1998 to 2003. “At 89” is a thirty-two 
track collection, including the occasional narrative, wherein Seeger, assisted by numerous musicians, 
mostly, local to Pete’s beloved Hudson Valley home perform material he has composed [or previously 
covered] over the past sixty years – some songs never previously recorded.   
 
There’s a number of less than one minute long instrumentals, for instance “Nameless Banjo Riff,” “One 
Percent Phosphorous Banjo Riff” and “The D Minor Flourish/Cindy, while performed on guitar there’s 
“Spring Fever.” Written four decades ago the melodically jazz tinged “False From True” is part testament 
to love, but mostly to the lifelong Seeger watchword ‘truth.’ “Now We Sit Us Down,” performed by Dave 
Tarlo, prefaces the choral “Visions Of Children” which employs a melody from Beethoven’s 7th 
Symphony, while acquaintances who assist one another is the subjective focus of “Wonderful Friends.”  
 
A recorder and guitar instrumental rendition of the traditional “The Water Is Wide,” is followed by the 
narration “Pete Talks About Clearwater” wherein Seeger offers insight into the activities of this Hudson 
River sloop. Co-written by Pete and sloop Captain Travis Jeffrey, the latter takes the lead vocal on “It’s A 
Long Haul,” while, shedding light on the chemical poisoning of the Hudson, Pete follows with “Throw 
Away That Shad Net [How Are We Gonna Save Tomorrow?].” Written some thirty-five years ago, and 
maintaining the theme of planetary degradation [as well as the merciless commercial fishing of this 
mammal] “Song Of The World’s Last Whale” is self-explanatory. “The First Settlers” reflects on the 
coming of the white man to the Hudson Valley, while “Pete’s Intro To If It Can’t Be Reduced” prefaces 
the newest Seeger song here “If It Can’t Be Reduced.” Pete didn’t need much encouragement after 
discovering that, last year, the City of Berkeley, Calif. passed a zero-waste resolution – sic. “If it can’t be 
reduced, reused, repaired, rebuilt, refurbished, refinished, resold, recycled, or composted, then it should 
be restricted, redesigned, or removed from production.”  
 
The narration “Pete Speaks About World War II” prefaces a performance of “When I Was Most Beautiful” 
by Seeger’s niece Sonya Cohen. The late Japanese poet Noriko Ibaragi’s 1957 work recalls life in her 
homeland during the aforementioned hostilities, to which, a decade later, Pete added the melody. A 
similar creative formula applies to the ensuing “Bach At Treblinka” – based on a 1973 Yuri Suhl poem 
and a 1983 Seeger melody, it’s performed here by Martha Standefer. “The Story Of Tzena, Tzena, 
Tzena” finds Pete trace the evolution of the song, a 1950 hit song for The Weavers, and here The 
Walkabout Clearwater Chorus performs an updated version that features English and Arabic lyrics. 
  
Turning again to the environment [and, hopefully, mankind’s continued survival], “Pete Speaks About 
Involvement” is followed by the lyrically edgy 2006 warning “Or Else! [One Of These Days].” There’s a 
reprise of Pete’s now four decade old anti-war classic “Waist Deep In The Big Muddy,” and he’s 
accompanied vocally by James Durst, David Bernz and Martha Standefer on “Little Fat Baby” a heartfelt 
[and amusing] testament to the cycle of life. Toward the close of this collection there’s a delightful choral 
arrangement of the traditional “Alleluya.” In “Pete’s Extroduction” having set out his store with “the 
Agricultural Revolution took thousands of years, the Industrial Revolution took hundreds of years, and 
the Information Revolution is only taking decades” this soon to be Nonagenarian muses as to whether 
the human race will walk the Earth during the 22nd century. Based on Malvina Reynolds’ poem and a 
melody Pete set to it a few years ago, The Walkabout Clearwater Chorus deliver “If This World Survives” 
and this disc closes with the wistful melody “How Soon?” which Pete performs on a recorder. 
 



Accompanying the disc is a sixteen-page liner booklet wherein co-producer David Bernz describes the 
evolution of this recording project, Appleseed founder Jim Musselman adds some personal insights, plus 
there are track-by-track footnotes, contributing musician details, numerous annotated photographs and 
more.    
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